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ABSTRACT

Atmospheric pressure plasma jets (APPJs) are used to improve the adhesive and hydrophilic properties of commodity hydrocarbon
polymers such as polypropylene, polyethylene, and polystyrene (PS). These improvements largely result from adding oxygen functional
groups to the surface. PS functionalization is of interest to produce high value biocompatible well-plates and dishes, which require precise
control over surface properties. In this paper, we discuss results from a computational investigation of APPJ functionalization of PS surfaces
using He/O2/H2O gas mixtures. A newly developed surface reaction mechanism for functionalization of PS upon exposure to these plasmas
is discussed. A global plasma model operated in plug-flow mode was used to predict plasma-produced species fluxes onto the PS surface. A
surface site balance model was used to predict oxygen-functionalization of the PS following exposure to the plasma and ambient air. We
found that O-occupancy on the surface strongly correlates with the O-atom flux to the PS, with alcohol groups and cross-linked products
making the largest contributors to total oxygen fraction. Free radical sites, such as alkoxy and peroxy, are quickly consumed in the post-
plasma exposure to air through passivation and cross-linking. O-atom fluences approaching 1017 cm−2 saturate the O-occupancy on the PS
surface, creating functionality that is not particularly sensitive to moderate changes in operating conditions.

Published under an exclusive license by the AVS. https://doi.org/10.1116/6.0001850

I. INTRODUCTION

Low temperature plasmas are often used to improve the wetta-
bility and adhesive properties of saturated hydrocarbon polymers
such as polyethylene (PET), polypropylene (PP), and polystyrene
(PS).1–5 A common method for improving the adhesion and wetta-
bility of a polymer utilizes oxygen containing plasmas to attach
oxygen and oxygen containing functional groups to the polymer
surface. The added oxygen increases surface energy leading to more
hydrophilic surfaces. Sources for plasma-surface modification range
from low pressure glow discharges6–9 to atmospheric pressure
dielectric barrier discharges (DBDs) or corona.10 Low pressure
systems are often used where UV light or high energy ions are

important to the functionalization process while there is added cost
for the associated vacuum processing. Atmospheric pressure DBDs,
often sustained in ambient air and having a lower cost, are typically
used for high volume functionalization of commodity polymers.11

Atmospheric pressure plasma jets (APPJs) have been recently
adopted for surface functionalization of polymers.12,13 APPJs typi-
cally consist of a rare gas (or a rare gas mixture containing up to a
few percent of an additive) flowing through a tubular plasma
source into ambient air and onto the polymer surface. The plasma
is produced in the tube with a pulsed or radio frequency voltage to
generate a plume of plasma extending into the ambient air.14 Other
configurations confine the plasma to a flow channel using parallel
radio frequency (RF) powered electrodes that largely confine the
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plasma to the device. Here, the activated species in the plume
consist dominantly of neutral radicals. Similar to DBDs, these
systems offer advantages over low pressure discharges in that they
do not require expensive vacuum equipment, allowing for larger
surfaces of polymer to be processed in either batch or continuous
modes. The disadvantage of APPJs relative to DBDs sustained in
air is that the APPJs typically require high flow rates of rare gases
with their associated costs. APPJs using rare gases should, therefore,
usually be reserved for high value processes. APPJs tend to produce
higher fluxes of reactive oxygen species (ROS) compared to DBDs
sustained in air, which is advantageous for surface functionalization
applications where improved hydrophilic and adhesive properties
by the addition of oxygen are desired.

Improving the wettability of polymers by the addition of
oxygen groups is of particular interest to the biological science and
biomedical engineering communities. These communities often
require polymeric materials to be in direct contact with living organ-
isms. The oxygen functionality is used either directly (being more
hydrophilic) or as a base for attaching more biologically active
groups, such as amines. Surface characteristics that can influence cel-
lular interactions with the polymer, such as surface energy and wet-
tability, are important when choosing the polymer appropriate for
the desired application.15,16 PS is often used for cell culturing sub-
strates (e.g., well-plates, Petri dishes) due to its low toxicity and long
shelf life of the plasma-produced functionality after treatment.17,18

The fixing of oxygen to a polymer surface improves wettability
and adhesion by increasing the surface energy, thereby increasing
hydrophilicity. APPJs consisting of Ar/O2, Ar/H2O, He/O2, and
N2/O2 gas mixtures, among others, have been used for polymer mod-
ification with varying success of increasing hydrophilicity.19–21 Water
contact angle measurements that relate the angle of water spreading
on the polymer surface with surface energy through Young’s equation
are the most common methods for determining the degree of func-
tionalization that has occurred on a polymer surface after plasma
treatment.2,22 Decreases in the contact angle correlate with an
increase in wettability and are thought to be due to the addition of
alcohol, carbonyl, ketone, and aldehyde functional groups. These
groups have been experimentally characterized on the surface of
plasma-treated PS by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
measurements.23–27 While water contact angle measurements and
XPS measurements independently confirm that plasma-treated PS
has some degree of functionalization, there is no formulaic relation-
ship between the measured contact angle and the occupancy of each
functional group on the surface after plasma treatment. This lack of
direct correlation makes optimization of the functionalization process
more difficult. Computational modeling, when paired with experi-
mental measurements, can be a useful tool in determining the chem-
istry of a plasma-treated polymer surface.

Several models have addressed plasma functionalization of poly-
mers, but they are largely limited to PP due to its wide industrial use
and relatively simple monomer unit. Wang et al related contact
angle and XPS measurements to functional groups on a PP surface
after treatment by an atmospheric pressure air DBD.28 Their regres-
sive model was able to predict changes in contact angle as a function
of percentage of O atoms on the PP surface for their DBD condi-
tions. A robust method for predicting surface functionalization is to
couple a plasma chemistry model that predicts fluxes to surfaces

with a surface site balance model that predicts the evolution of
surface properties. The functionalization of PP has been modeled
with this technique using fluid and global model techniques.29–31

These models predicted the fractional occupation of functional
groups on the PP surface as functions of plasma operating condi-
tions on rough and smooth surfaces.

These models have the potential to be extended to investigate
the plasma functionalization of other commodity polymers,
However, as the polymer monomer units become more complex,
reaction mechanisms for the functionalization of the polymers
become increasingly unclear. For example, the presence of aromatic
rings in the monomer units of polymers such as PS and polycarbon-
ate raises issues of steric hindrance and reactivity of the aromatic
ring, compared to other sites on the polymer backbone.
Investigations have addressed how aromatic compounds such as
benzene or toluene interact in plasmas.32–34 Investigations have also
been performed to predict the final configurations of oxygen func-
tional groups on a modified PS surface using density functional
theory (DFT) and ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) techniques.35

These simulations suggest that initiation of oxygenation of PS results
from insertion of O atoms into C–H bonds to form C–OH. As the
surface becomes more oxygenated, alcohol, ester, and carbonyl
groups are formed, including ring breaking. These processes are tem-
perature dependent, particularly, with respect to oxygen penetration
below the nominal surface.

In this paper, a reaction mechanism for the functionalization
of PS by a He/O2 APPJ is proposed. Results are discussed from a
computational investigation of coupled global plasma chemistry
and surface-site-balance models using this reaction mechanism for
the surface functionalization of PS after APPJ treatment and post-
treatment exposure to ambient air. The global model is used in a
plug-flow mode to provide the plasma-produced reactive species
that exit the reactor, mix with ambient air and impinge upon a flat
PS surface. A surface site balance model is used to track changes in
the fractional occupancy of surface groups due to gas-surface and
surface-surface reactions. The plasma-treated surface is then
exposed to ambient humid air to simulate short-term aging of the
functionalized surface. The functionalization of the PS in terms of
fractional occupancy of oxygen on the surface as a function of
power, gas composition, and humidity is discussed. We found that
parameters affecting O production, such as power and inlet gas
composition, offer the largest degree of control for optimizing the
O-occupancy on the PS surface. We predict that alcohol and cross-
linked groups make up the largest contribution of O-containing
functional groups on the PS surface after APPJ treatment and expo-
sure to ambient air.

The models used in this investigation are described in Sec. II.
The surface reaction mechanism is discussed in Sec. III. Base case
plasma properties and parametric studies examining the change in
oxygen content on the PS surface are discussed in Secs. IV and V.
Concluding remarks are in Sec. VI.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

The model used in this work, GlobalKin, is a zero-dimensional
plasma chemistry simulator that accounts for the electron impact,
ion and neutral particle reactions, gas flow, plasma-surface
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interactions, and surface kinetics. GlobalKin is discussed in detail
elsewhere36,37 and so will be described only briefly here. The densi-
ties of gas-phase species are derived using continuity equations that
account for sources and losses due to electron impact, ion molecule
and neutral reactions, flow, and diffusion to the wall. Assuming
quasineutrality, the flux of positive ions to the wall occurs with an
ambipolar enhanced rate equal to the sum of the fluxes of negative
ions and electrons. From a practical perspective, the flux of negative
ions to the walls is negligible in the power deposition regions due
to their being trapped in the positive plasma potential.

The electron energy equation is solved for the average elec-
tron temperature. Electron energy distribution functions are
obtained from solutions of the stationary Boltzmann’s equation
over a range of E/N (electric field/gas number density) values,
which are stored in lookup tables with the independent variable
being electron temperature. The table is then interpolated during
the execution of the model to provide reaction rate coefficients
and transport coefficients for the current electron temperature.
The lookup table is periodically updated to reflect changes in gas
mole fractions.

The reactor is a linear flow radio frequency (RF) excited plasma.
Power (W/cm3) is specified as a function of position in the flow direc-
tion with the integral over volume having the desired total power dep-
osition. The specific power (W/cm3) as a function of position is used
as input to the electron energy equation. The gas temperature is deter-
mined by accounting for the elastic power transfer from electrons to
atoms and molecules, Franck–Condon heating due to dissociative pro-
cesses (e.g., electron impact dissociative excitation and dissociative
recombination), charge exchange heating from hot ions accelerated in
the ambipolar electric field, the change in enthalpy due to chemical
reactions, and heat conduction to the walls.

Gas flow is represented using a plug-flow approximation,
which follows a slug of gas transporting through a channel having
a cross sectional area A =WD, where W is the width of the elec-
trode and D is the dimension of the gap between the electrodes.
The gas plug moves down the length of the reactor with an initial
speed determined by the input flow rate (SCCM), gas density, and
cross sectional area A. With subsonic flow, the system is isobaric
(constant pressure). The flow speed is then adjusted as dissociation
increases the total inventory of atoms and molecules, and the gas is
heated (or cooled) to keep the pressure constant.

Flow between the electrodes occurs with the initially specified
input mole fractions until exiting the plasma source. At this time,
there is mixing with the ambient air. To approximate this mixing, a
specified mole fraction of humid air is introduced into the flow.
This mole fraction was obtained by performing 2-dimensional
computational fluid dynamics simulations of the reactor geometry
for a He jet flowing into humid air. The average air content in the
He jet was then used as the mole fraction of the ambient air intro-
duced into the plug flow.

The polymer surface being treated is a specified distance from the
outlet of the plasma source. In principle, the flow from the plasma
source arrives perpendicular to the surface and produces a stagnation
layer. Reactants then diffuse through the stagnation layer to reach the
surface. The diffusion length from the bulk flow through the stagna-
tion layer to the surface is approximated as the thickness of the flow
boundary layer.

The fluxes of ions and neutrals to the surface being treated are
used as an input to the surface kinetics module (SKM) for predict-
ing the composition of the surface. The SKM consists of a set of
rate equations for the surface density of sites (or fractional surface
coverage) of surface resident species. The surface site balance
accounts for the rates of adsorption, abstraction, and desorption
resulting from incident gas-phase fluxes and reactions between
surface species. The site balance equation is

@θj
@t

¼�θj
X
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fipijþ
X
m

θmp
0
jm

 !
þ
X
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θmfipimjþ
X
l,m

θlθmp
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(1)

where θj is the surface site coverage of species or group j, fi is the
incident flux of gas-phase species i, pij is the total reaction probabil-
ity of gas-phase species i with surface species j, pimj is the probabil-
ity of reaction between gas-phase species i and surface species
m that produces surface species j, p0jm is the total probability of
reaction between surface sites j and m, and p0lmj is the total proba-
bility of reaction between surface species l and m to produce
surface species j.

The aging of plasma-treated polymers is a well-known phe-
nomenon. Aging is an evolution of the surface properties after the
plasma treatment that may occur over a few minutes to many days
or weeks.38,39 For example, the air plasma treatment of polypropyl-
ene increases the surface oxygen content and reduces the water
contact angle as an indication of making the surface more hydro-
philic.40 Following plasma treatment, the water contact angle will
increase from its minimum post-treatment value. The cause of
aging is poorly known and may be attributed to slow reactions
between surface species that reduce the exposure of oxygen groups
on the surface, reactions with the ambient air, and/or the release of
treatment-induced stress on the surface which rotates oxygen
groups away from the surface.41,42

To simulate aging with the SKM, after the specified plasma
treatment time, the plasma-produced gas-phase fluxes to the
surface are replaced by diffusive fluxes of ambient humid air. The
SKM is executed for additional time until the surface composition
achieves a near steady state. The same surface reaction mechanism
is used by the SKM during the plasma treatment and during post-
treatment by the ambient humid air. The surface reaction mecha-
nism is discussed in Sec. III.

III. SURFACE REACTION MECHANISM

PS is a saturated hydrocarbon polymer whose monomer unit
contains an aromatic benzene ring (denoted with subscript b in the
following), two H atoms at secondary sites (denoted with subscript 2),
and an H atom at a tertiary site (denoted with subscript 3)
(see Fig. 1). Commercially available PS is atactic, meaning its
monomer units are configured randomly such that there is an
equal likelihood for any of the four groups (benzene ring or H
atoms) to be oriented toward the surface of the material. However,
the benzene ring is physically larger than the neighboring sites,
which may result in the benzene ring obscuring neighboring sites
as a form of steric hindrance. The density of PS surface sites in the
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model is initialized as 1015 cm−2, in agreement with the available
molecular dynamics data and reported values for other polymeric
materials.30,43 The density of benzene sites, Nb, is initially
0.5 × 1015 cm−2. The initial surface densities for the secondary and
tertiary H atoms are N2 = N3 = 0.25 × 1015 cm−2.

The model includes 71 gas-phase species and 33 surface
species. The gas-phase species included in the model are listed in
Table I. The gas-phase reaction mechanism for a He/O2 atmo-
spheric plasma has been discussed in detail in prior studies.29,30 In
short, atomic oxygen is produced primarily through the electron
impact dissociation of O2 (neutral and dissociative attachment) and
by dissociative Penning reactions with excited states of He.
O atoms are consumed dominantly through three-body collisions
with O2 to form ozone, O3. O2 is also electronically excited by colli-
sions with electrons to form O2(

1Δ) and O2(
1Σ). If water vapor is

present in the plasma, H2O is dissociated by electron impact to
form OH and H and by Penning reactions with excited states of
He. Reactions of O3 with H lead to the formation of OH, while
reactions of O3 with OH lead to the formation of HO2. Positive
ions, O+, O2

+, and H2O
+ are produced by electron impact ionization

of O, O2, and H2O; by charge exchange from He+ and He2
+; and by

Penning reactions with excited states of helium. Formation of nega-
tive ions is dominated by three-body electron attachment to O2 to
form O2

− at atmospheric pressure. Plasma-produced ion densities in
the system are 2–3 orders of magnitude lower than the neutral
plasma-produced reactive oxygen species (ROS). The gas-phase
species in the model that react with the PS to promote oxidation
are O2* (sum of electronically excited states of O2), O3, O, H, OH,
and HO2.

As PS and PP share the same monomer units except for one
group, the surface reaction mechanism closely follows that for the
functionalization of PP previously discussed in Ref. 29. Changes
were made to the mechanism to account for reactions with the
benzene ring in PS rather than with the methyl group in the PP
monomer unit. Some values of reaction probabilities have been
adjusted from those discussed in Refs. 29 and 30 as discussed
below. The full gas-surface reaction mechanism is listed in Table II.
In several cases, reaction probabilities between the gas-phase and
surface resident species were approximated by analogy to gas-phase
reactions. For example, H abstraction from benzene in the gas
phase has a rate coefficient of k. The rate coefficient was normal-
ized by the gas kinetic rate coefficient k0, representing the fastest
possible rate of reaction. The probability of reaction is then
p = k/k0. This probability was assigned to the analogous surface
reaction of a gas-phase species abstracting an H atom from the aro-
matic ring in the PS backbone. These probabilities might be further
derated by steric hindrances. The analogous gas-phase reactions
that were used to estimate gas-surface reaction probabilities are in
Appendix, Table III.

Oxidation of the PS surface is a three-step mechanism that
begins with the abstraction of hydrogen from the polymer chain to
form an alkyl radical site or from the benzene ring to form a
phenyl radical site. Reactivity of the surface sites scale with the acti-
vation energy required to remove the H atom at that site such that
the probabilities of reaction scale as p(H3) > p(H2) > p(Hb) (see
Fig. 1). After the H abstraction, gas-phase species (O, O2, O3, O*,
OH) react with the surface radical sites to form oxygen containing
radical sites or terminate the site by the formation of alcohol, alde-
hyde, or hydroperoxyl functional groups.

Etching of the PS surface was not included in this mechanism.
Low molecular weight materials on the polymer surface after
plasma treatment are indicative of polymer etching.55,56 However,
even under low pressure conditions where ion fluxes to the surface
were high, significant amounts of low molecular weight materials
were not found on the PS surface after plasma exposure for less
than 1 hour.55,57 Recently, the etching probabilities for
APPJ-produced O, H, and OH radical species incident onto a PS
surface have been reported.58,59 The etching rate due to OH was
reported to be the highest with a probability on the order of 10−2

for an Ar/H2O plasma with an OH radical density of 1014 cm−3,
suggesting that the removal of one C atom occurs for every 100 OH
radicals.58 PS etching was highly sensitive to the oxygen content in

FIG. 1. Polystyrene monomer unit.

TABLE I. Gas-phase species included in plasma chemistry model.

Hydrogen speciesa,b

H, H*, H+, H−, H2, H2(r), H2(v), H2
+, H2*, H3

+

Oxygen speciesa,b

O2, O2(r), O2 (v), O2*, O2(
1S), O2

+, O2
−, O, O*, O+, O−, O3, O3*,

O3
−, O4

+

Nitrogen speciesa,b

N2, N2(r), N2(v), N2*, N2
+, N3

+, N4
+, N, N*, N+

Helium speciesa

He, He+, He, He2(
1S), He2(

3P), He2(
1P), He(3P), He(3S), He2*, He2

+

Heterogenous speciesa,b

OH, OH*, OH−, H2O, H2O(v), H2O
+, HO2, H2O2, H3O

+, NO,
NO2, NO2

+, NO2
−, NO3, NO3

−, N2O, N2O(v), NH, HNO, HNO2,
HNO3, HNO4, H4O2

+, H2O3
+, H5O2

+, HeH+

a* denotes an excited state atom or molecule.
b(r) and (v) denote rotationally and vibrationally excited molecules,
respectively.
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TABLE II. Surface reaction mechanism.

Surface species

Rn–H (b = benzene ring 2 = secondary 3 = tertiary)
Rn–•
Rn—O•
Rn—OO•
Rn—OH
Rn—OOH
HRnvO
Rn—OO—Rn

Rn—O—Rn

PS backbone
Alkyl
Alkoxy
Peroxy
Alcohol
Hydroperoxide
Carbonyl
Cross-link product
Cross-link product

Reaction
Probability or reaction rate

coefficienta Comments

Gas-phase surface reactions
1 O + R3–H→OH + R3–• 5 × 10−3 c
2 O + R2–H→OH + R2–• 5 × 10−4 c
3 O + Rb–H→OH+ Rb–• 3.31 × 10−4 b
4 OH + R3–H→H2O + R3–• 0.5 c
5 OH + R2–H→H2O + R2–• 0.5 c
6 OH + Rb–H→H2O + Rb–• 6.61 × 10−3 b
7 HO2 + R3–H→H2O2 + R3–• 5 × 10−5 c
8 HO2 + R2–H→H2O2 + R2–• 5 × 10−5 c
9 O + R3–•→ R3–O• 0.5 c
10 O + R2–•→ R2–O• 0.5 c
11 O + Rb–•→ Rb–O• 1.0 b
12 O2 + R3–•→ R3–OO• 2 × 10−3 c
13 O2 + R2–•→ R3–OO• 4.4 × 10−4 c
14 O2 + Rb–•→ Rb–OO• 5.83 × 10−2 b
15 O3 + R3–•→ R3–OO• +O2 1.0 c
16 O3 + R2–•→ R2–OO• +O2 0.5 c
17 O3 + Rb–•→ Rb–OO• +O2 1.0 b
18 O + Rb–O•→ Rb–OO• 0.626 b
19 NO + R3–O•→ R3–• +NO2 0.1 c
20 NO + R2–O•→ R2–• +NO2 0.1 c
21 NO + Rb–O•→ Rb–• +NO2 3.6 × 10−2 b
22 O + R3–OH→ R3–O• +OH 7.5 × 10−4 c
23 OH + R3–OH→ R3–O• +H2O 8.2 × 10−3 c
24 OH + Rb–OH→ Rb–O• +H2O 2.18 × 10−2 b

Surface-surface reactions
25 R3–OO• + R3–H→ R3–OOH + R3–• 5.5 × 10−16 c
26 R2–OO• + R2–H→ R2–OOH + R2–• 5.5 × 10−16 c
27 Rb–OO• + R3–H→ Rb–OOH + R3–• 5.5 × 10−17 e
28 Rb–OO• + R2–H→ Rb–OOH + R2–• 1.1 × 10−18 e
29 R3–O• + R3–H→ R3–OH+ R3–• 2 × 10−14 c
30 R3–O• + R2–H→ R3–OH+ R2–• 4 × 10−14 c
31 R3–O• + Rb–H→ R3–OH+ Rb –• 2 × 10−16 c, d
32 R2–O• + R3–H→ R2–OH+ R3–• 2 × 10−14 c
33 R2–O• + R2–H→ R2–OH+ R2–• 4 × 10−14 c
34 R2–O• + Rb–H→ R2–OH+ Rb–• 4 × 10−16 c, d
35 Rb–O• + R3–H→ Rb–OH+ R3–• 7.5 × 10−14 c, d
36 Rb–O• + R2–H→ Rb–OH+ R2–• 7.5 × 10−14 c, d
37 R2–O• + R3–OOH→ R2–OH + R3–OO• 1 × 10−20 c
38 R2–O• + R2–OOH→ R2–OH + R3– OO• 1 × 10−20 c
39 Rb–• + R3–H→ Rb–H+ R3–• 7 × 10−14 d
40 Rb–• + R2–H→ Rb–H+ R2–• 7 × 10−14 d
41 Rb–• + R2–OH→ Rb–H+ R2–O• 1 × 10−14 b
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the environment between the reactor outlet and the PS surface.60 In
cases where the plasma jet was not shielded and the local oxygen
concentration was that of ambient air, etching was much less signif-
icant than in cases where the plasma jet was shielded. This result
was likely a consequence of the consumption of O and OH. The
system under study is not shielded and has an OH flux to the
surface on the order of 1014 cm−2 s−1, 3–4 orders of magnitude
smaller than the flux of OH reported in Ref. 58. We expect etching
to be negligible for our system.

Chain scission or the breakings of bonds in the middle of a
polymer chain has also been neglected in this mechanism. Chain
scission has been shown to occur in studies of the plasma treatment
of polymers such as PP, PE, and PMMA; however, chain scission
has not been observed in the treatment of PS having no prior oxi-
dation.56,61,62 Experiments of PS treated by a low pressure Ar/O2

plasma determined that PS is prone to chain scissions after oxida-
tion or treatment times much greater than those addressed here.26

The lack of chain scissions in plasma-treated PS is thought to be
due to the presence of the benzene ring, which stabilizes the PS
backbone by trapping and redistributing energy.3 There still

remains the possibility that chain scissions could occur at the end
of the polymer chain where the trapping and redistribution of
energy by the benzene ring may not be as pronounced. We have
assumed that chain ends do not make up a significant portion of
our sample and have neglected chain scission.

Cross-linking occurs when a surface radical site on one
polymer chain reacts with a radical site on another polymer chain
as a form of lowering surface energy. Cross-linking has been shown
to occur on the surface of plasma-treated PP and PS and can con-
tribute to increased surface adhesion and wettability.62–64 A cross-
linking mechanism has been included as a means of terminating
radical sites and so stabilizing the surface functionalization against
further aging. In the proposed mechanism, cross-linking occurs
between two peroxy radical sites or between phenoxy sites. While
cross-linking may occur during plasma treatment, we expect the
majority of cross-linking to occur in the post-treatment exposure to
ambient air. During this time, the fluxes of reactive species to the
surface, and, therefore, the termination of radical sites by those
species is essentially zero, while the duration of the post-treatment
is longer than that of the plasma treatment.

TABLE II. (Continued.)

Reaction Probability or reaction rate
coefficienta

Comments

42 Rb–• + R3–OH→ Rb–H+ R3–O• 1 × 10−14 b

Cross-linking reactionsg

43 Rb–O• + Rb–O•→ Rb–OO–Rb 3 × 10−11 f
44 Rn–OO• + Rm–OO•→ Rn–OH+

HRmvO+O2

2.4 × 10−14 f

45 Rn–OO• + Rn–OO•→ Rn–OO–Rn+ O2 4 × 10−14 f
46 Rn–OO• + Rm–OO•→ Rn–OO–Rm+ O2 1 × 10−14 f

Gas-phase termination reactions
47 H + R3–•→ R3–H 0.2 c
48 H + R2–•→ R2–H 0.2 c
49 H + Rb–•→ Rb–H 1.0 b
50 HO2 + Rb–•→ Rb–OOH 1.0 b
51 OH + R3–OO•→ R3–OH+O2 5 × 10−5 c
52 OH + R2–OO•→ R2–OH+O2 5 × 10−5 c
53 OH + Rb–O•→ Rb–OOH 9.29 × 10−12 b
54 HO2 + R3–OO•→ R3–OOH+O2 5 × 10−5 c
55 HO2 + R2–OO•→ R2–OOH+O2 5 × 10−5 c
54 HO2 + R3–O•→ R3–OH+O2 0.50 b
55 HO2 + R2–O•→ R2–OH+O2 0.50 b
56 OH + R3–•→ R3–OH 1 × 10−5 c
57 OH + R2–•→ R2–OH 1 × 10−5 c

aReaction rates for gas-surface reactions are written as probabilities. Reaction rates for surface-surface reactions have units of cm2/s.
bReaction rate is approximated from an analogous gas-phase reaction with a long chain alkane from the NIST database.44 Analogs and their references are
listed in the Appendix.
cReaction rates are adjusted from those given in Bhoj and Kushner (Ref. 29).
dReaction rates estimated from Park et al. (Ref. 45).
eReaction rates estimated from Rabek et al. (Ref. 34).
fReaction rates for cross-linking reactions are estimated from Atkinson et al. (Ref. 46).
gm and n represent any combination of surface group.
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IV. BASE CASE PLASMA PROPERTIES

The plasma device investigated here is based on commercial
plasma sources used to functionalize polymers for biotechnology
applications. A schematic of the reactor geometry used in the model
is shown in Fig. 2. For the base case, 45 slm (standard liters/min)
SLM of a He/O2= 98/2 gas mixture with a water vapor impurity of
10 ppm flows into the top of a plasma head at atmospheric pressure.
The gas mixture flows between a set of electrodes having a length of
10 cm, a width of 10 cm, and a separation of 0.2 cm. The power dep-
osition is 210W which we assume produces a uniform discharge
over the electrode area. The gas flow exits the plasma head through
a slot located 10 cm from the inlet and mixes with humid air
(N2/O2/H2O = 77.5/20/2.5) in a 2 mm gap between the plasma head
and the PS surface. The rate of diffusion of air into the plasma
plume was approximated as 1% of the inlet flow rate based on
2-dimensional computational fluid dynamics modeling.

Densities of gas-phase species for the base case conditions are
shown in Fig. 3. The base case conditions yield a plasma with an
electron density, ne, on the order of 1010 cm−3 and an average elec-
tron temperature, Te, of 2.5 eV, which is consistent with reported
values for rf-driven APPJs.65–67 While not shown in Fig. 3(a), the
gas temperature increases down the length of the reactor from
300 K to about 312 K before decreasing to 300 K in the air gap.
(With the narrow electrode gap, the heat conduction to the walls of
the discharge, held at 300 K, is efficient.) O2*, O3, and O are the
primary ROS exiting the reactor to mix with the air. O2*
(5 × 1016 cm−3) and O (3 × 1015 cm−3) are formed with high densi-
ties downstream as electronic excitation and electron impact disso-
ciation of O2 are the main sources of energy dissipation in this
system. O3 (1.6 × 1016 cm−3) is formed dominantly through three-
body collisions between He, O, and O2. O3 is formed at the same
rate as O near the top of the reactor before reaching a steady state
value that is constrained by the low mole fraction of O2. Significant

densities of H (2 × 1013 cm−3) and OH (2 × 1013 cm−3) are pro-
duced by electron impact dissociation of H2O and excitation trans-
fer from He*, as a result of the water impurity. HO2

(2 × 1013 cm−3) is produced as a product of reactions of OH with
O3 and H2 with O2. The O density decreases in the air gap after
exiting the reactor due to reactions with H2O and H2O dissociation
products to form more energetically favorable molecular species
OH, H2, O2, and H2O.

The resulting functionalization of the PS surface by these
ROS fluxes is shown in Fig. 4(a). The PS surface was exposed to
the plasma plume for 12 s, which corresponds to a polymer web
speed of 10 cm/min for this configuration. After plasma
treatment, the PS surface is exposed to ambient air for 200 s.

FIG. 2. Front and side views of plasma head geometry used in the model. A
He/O2 mixture at atmospheric pressure is flowed between parallel plate elec-
trodes separated by 2 mm, with the plume flowing into the ambient air.

FIG. 3. Base case plasma properties (Pressure = 1 atm, He/O2/H2O = 98/2/
10 ppm, Power = 210 W, Gap = 2 mm, Ambient air = N2/O2/H2O = 78/20/2). (a) In
the reactor and (b) in the gap between the plasma head and the PS surface.
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(The entire post-treatment time is not shown in Fig. 4(a)).
Exposure to ambient air serves mainly to terminate any free
radical sites left on the PS surface after contact with the plasma,
thereby stabilizing the surface. Changes in surface functionality
due to exposure to ambient air occur only over the first 20 s after
the plasma is turned off, at which time, a steady state oxygen
fractional occupancy is achieved. Plasma-treated PS has been
shown to maintain stability for up to 1 year.18 We consider the
steady state fractional occupancy of oxygen achieved after the
first 20 s of post-treatment to be the final stable configuration of
the modified polymer.

Total oxygen fractional occupancy on the PS surface shown in
Fig. 4 increases linearly from 0% to 50% over the first half of the
12 s treatment time, with a more gradual increase to about 56%
oxygen occupancy occurring in the latter half of the treatment
time. The alcohol functional group makes the largest contribution
to the total O-occupancy, accounting for a site occupancy of 48%
when the final, stable configuration is achieved, or 86% of the total
O-occupancy. The surface functionalization is dominantly initiated
by H abstraction from the surface to form alkyl radical sites by the
high flux of plasma-produced O to the surface, with secondary
contributions by OH,

Oþ Rn–H ! OHþ Rn–†, (2)

OHþ Rn–H ! H2Oþ Rn–†, (3)

where Rn is the PS monomer unit, with n = 2 for the secondary H
site, 3 for the tertiary H site and b for the benzene ring.

There are three pathways for alcohol group formation after
surface functionalization is initiated

OHþ Rn–† ! Rn–OH, n ¼ 2, 3: (4)

The first consists of the addition of OH formed as either
plasma-produced ROS or as a product of H abstraction to an alkyl
radical site [Eq. (4)]. In the second pathway, O and O3 react with
an alkyl site to form an alkoxy radical site. The alkoxy radical site
can then abstract an H from a neighboring site,

Oþ Rn–† ! Rn–O†, n ¼ 2, 3, b, (5)

Rn–O†þ Rm–H ! Rn–OHþ Rm–†, n, m ¼ 2, 3, b: (6)

Finally, addition of O2 to an alkyl site results in the formation of a
peroxy group. The peroxy group undergoes a reaction with OH to
form an alcohol group and O2,

O2 þ Rn–† ! Rn–OO†, n ¼ 2, 3, b, (7)

OHþ Rn–OO† ! Rn–OHþO2, n ¼ 2, 3: (8)

In the first half of the plasma treatment period, the next largest
contributor to total oxygen coverage is the “other” group, comprised
mostly of unterminated alkoxy radical sites. The next most abundant
site is cross-linked products. Addition of O2 to an alkyl site produces
a peroxy group, which can participate in reactions with other peroxy
groups to form cross-linked products,

Rn–OO†þ Rn–OO† ! Rn–OO–Rn þ O2, n ¼ 2, 3, b: (9)

In the latter half of the plasma treatment time, the “other”
group begins to decrease as peroxy sites are terminated by these
cross-linking reactions. Steady state total oxygen occupancy is
approached as the formation of the alcohol group slows down in
the latter half of the treatment time. When the plasma is turned
off, total oxygen occupancy increases slightly to approach the
steady state value of 56% as the remaining radical sites are

FIG. 4. Base case fractional occupancy of oxygen containing functional groups
on the PS surface after plasma treatment and exposure to air. (a) Occupancy
as a function of time for a plasma treatment time of 12 s and post-treatment
time until 60 s. (b) Occupancy and the O/C ratio as a function of O-atom
fluence. The tick marks and percentage after plasma turn-off denote the change
in occupancy (or O/C ratio) during the post-plasma exposure to air.
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terminated (dominantly the alkoxy sites) in favor of a stable surface
configuration. These base case results are consistent with experi-
mental XPS measurements, which suggest that groups containing
the C–O bond (alcohol or ether groups) make the largest contribu-
tion to the total oxygen fraction on the surface of plasma-treated
PS.26,56,68

The oxygen occupancy on polymer films is often expressed as
the O/C (oxygen-to-carbon) ratio, a value typically produced from
XPS measurements. The O/C ratio was estimated for our results as
a function of O-fluence to the PS surface and is shown in Fig. 4(b).
Our estimates of the O/C ratio may be systematically lower than
that given by XPS measurements. Plasma-treated PS samples typi-
cally have some degree of surface roughness after functionalization,
which will increase the surface area available for measurements by
the XPS. The treated sample in our simulations is conceptually per-
fectly flat. As the O-fluence approaches its maximum value
(7 × 1016 cm−2) near the end of the plasma treatment time, the O/C
ratio on the surface approaches a steady state value of 11%. The
trends and values in O/C estimated here are consistent with experi-
mentally determined O/C from XPS measurements resulting from
low pressure plasma-treated PS over similar ranges of O-fluence.69

The saturation in O/C is a consequence of the low reactivity of the
aromatic ring compared to the alkane components and the propen-
sity for cross-linking.

The fluence of O atoms to the surface terminates when the
plasma is turned off (or the surface is removed from the plasma
plume). The surface continues to evolve by, for example, abstraction
of H from surface sites by peroxy groups and the passivation of free
radical sites by ambient O2. The evolution of the surface composition
post-plasma exposure is indicated by the double lines labeled with
the percentage increase in Fig. 4(b). An increase in O-coverage of
3.9% occurs with post-plasma exposure, largely attributable to the
formation of alcohol groups (6.1%) and cross-linked products (33%).
This increase, in part, comes from a decrease in the coverage of
alkoxy and peroxy groups of essentially 100%.

Experimental measurements show the C–O group as being the
most abundant on PS surfaces when treated in atomic gas plasmas
containing small amounts of O2.

26,41,64 XPS measurements fail to
differentiate whether the C–O bond belongs to an alcohol or an
ether group. While reactions for ether group formation were
included in the mechanism, the rates for alcohol formation are
higher and dominate under our conditions.

V. SCALING OF O-OCCUPANCY ON PS

In this section, the dependence of O-occupancy of the PS
surface will be discussed while varying the distance between the
plasma source and the surface, O2 mole fraction in the inlet flow,
and humidity in the ambient.

A. Plasma source to PS surface distance

One of the process variables in PS functionalization is the dis-
tance between the plasma head and the PS surface. Since this is a
remote plasma source, the plasma itself will not be altered and so
the flux of reactive species leaving the plasma source does not
directly depend on the source-surface distance. However, during
the additional flow time to reach the surface, reactions occur in the

plume, including reactions with the ambient air diffusing into the
plume. The gap was varied between 1 and 20mm to investigate
how these changes in chemistry due to air diffusion into the plume
affect the surface functionality.

The densities of gas-phase species in the gap between the
plasma source and PS surface, for gap distances of 1, 5, 10, and
20 mm are shown in Figs. 5(a)–5(d). The fractional occupancy of
oxygen containing groups on the PS surface after 12 s of the
plasma treatment and 200 s of post-treatment air exposure
are shown in Fig. 6. As the gap increases from 1 to 20mm, the
density of O reaching the PS surface decreases from 1 × 1015

to 8 × 1014 cm−3, while the O3 density decreases from 2 × 1016 to
1 × 1016 cm−3. O atoms are consumed by reactions with O2 to
produce O3 and with water vapor to form OH. Total O-occupancy
decreases with increasing gap distance from 56% at 2mm to about
45% at 20mm. Alcohol is the dominant functional group formed on
the PS surface for all gap distances, though the alcohol fraction
decreases from 48% at 2mm to 43% at 20mm. The decrease in
alcohol group can be attributed to a decrease in OH from about
2 × 1013 to about 8 × 1012 cm−3 from 1 to 20mm. The decrease in
total oxygen occupancy on the PS surface with increase in gap from
1 to 20mm implies that O may be the most important gas-phase
species for functionalizing the PS. However, for these conditions, the
fluence of O atoms is in the saturation regime for all gaps.

B. Mole fraction of oxygen in inlet flow

The inlet mole fraction of oxygen in the He/O2 mixture was
varied from 0% to 10% to determine the consequences on the frac-
tional occupancy of O on the PS surface after treatment. Water
impurity was not included in the inlet for these cases to isolate the
effects of changing the oxygen content on the end functionaliza-
tion. O-occupancy using the base case power of 210W is shown in
Fig. 7(a) for the inlet mole fraction O2 of 0% to 10 %. The densities
of O and O3 at the surface for this range of mole fractions of O2

are shown in Fig. 7(b). The addition of even a small amount of O2

(0.05%) is enough to produce significant O-occupancy (>50%) on
the plasma-treated PS surface. As the inlet O2 increases from 0.05%
to 1%, there is a local maximum of 62.5% O-occupancy that occurs
at 0.3% O2 inlet fraction. When the inlet O2 increases from 0.3% to
1%, the total O-occupancy decreases to 58% and continues to
slowly decrease as the O2 fraction increases to 3%. At O2 inlet frac-
tions higher than 3%, the total O-occupancy begins to fall off more
steeply, from about 54% at 3% O2 to 38% at 10% O2.

These trends are largely attributable to the O-atom flux to the
surfaces as a function of the O2 inlet fraction. The increase in
O-atom density simply results from the increase in the O2 fraction.
The rapid decrease in O-atom density at higher O2 fraction results
from the onset of O3 formation with the higher O2 mole fraction,
increasing to an excess of 1017 cm−3 at a 10% inlet fraction. H
abstraction from the PS backbone is the initiating event in PS func-
tionalization. O atoms will abstract H from the backbone, whereas
O3 does not at any significant rate. So, the conversion of O to O3

decreases the rate of initialization of PS functionalization.
The trends in total O-occupancy can be attributed to the

dependence of the dominant oxidation products on O2 fraction.
From 0.3% to 1% O2 fraction, the alcohol content is nearly
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constant (49%–50%) while the cross-linked products decrease from
12% to 9%. With there being no OH production in the gas-phase,
the vC–OH alcohol bonding results dominantly from H abstrac-
tion by peroxy groups [Eq. (8)]. The increase in cross products
results from an increase in the generation of peroxy groups with
the larger flux of O2, which then leads to cross-linking [Eq. (9)].

At low O2 fractions, power is dissipated in the form of elec-
tron impact reactions to predominantly form O atoms by direct
electron impact on O2, by dissociative excitation transfer from
excited states of He, and by dissociative recombination of O2

+. With
a small inlet fraction of O2, the generation of O atoms is limited by
the availability of O2. In fact, the majority of O2 can be dissociated.
With the increase in O2 inlet fraction, the O-atom density at the
surface of the PS has a maximum value of 4.5 × 1015 cm−3 at an
inlet O2 fraction of about 0.4%, as shown in Fig. 7(b), which also
corresponds to the local maximum in total O-occupancy on the PS
surface. As the inlet mole fraction of O2 increases, more pathways
for nondissociative power dissipation become available in the form
of vibrational, rotational, and nondissociative electronic excitation,
which results in a decrease in the O flux to the substrate. The rapid

decrease in O-atom density at higher O2 fraction also results from
the onset of O3 formation with a higher O2 mole fraction, increas-
ing over 1017 cm−3 at 10% inlet fraction.

After a critical mole fraction of O2 (0.8% for this case), O3

becomes the dominant ROS. O initiates PS functionalization by
abstracting H from the surface, but is unable to also passivate the
newly formed alkyl site to form alkoxy. O2 can passivate the alkyl
site in the absence of adequate O to form peroxy sites, but these
sites preferentially combine to form stabilizing cross-linked prod-
ucts. This reaction pathway would account for the smaller decrease
in cross-linked products compared to the decrease in alcohol
groups when O3 dominates the ROS fluxes. Alkyl sites that have
been passivated by O to form alkoxy sites propagate the initial
functionalization step by abstracting H from neighboring sites to
form the alcohol group, in effect resulting in the possibility for two
H abstractions for every O-atom.

These trends suggest that the operating point that yields the
highest degree of functionalization under these conditions is that
which produces the highest O density (and flux) and the lowest O3

density. If the O density has the largest effect on the final

FIG. 5. Gas-phase species densities in the gap between the plasma head and the PS surface as a function of the gap distance. (a) 1, (b) 5, (c) 10, and (d) 20 mm. The
densities of O2*, O3, O, H2O, and OH are shown on the left scale. The densities of e and HO2 are shown on the right scale.
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functionalization of the PS, it can also be concluded that H abstrac-
tion by ROS is the rate limiting step in the functionalization mech-
anism. Finite rates of H abstraction and passivation that
differentiate between O and O3 can always be overcome by increas-
ing the ROS fluence to the point that the saturation regime is
approached [Fig. 4(b)]. That is the case for powers >100–150W for
our conditions. The oxygen fraction (up to 5%) that yields the
maximum O surface coverage is nearly independent of powers
above 100–150W as shown in Fig. 7(c). For lower powers
(<100W), the functionalization is not saturated and there is
increasing sensitivity of O surface coverage to O2 inlet fraction. As
shown in Fig. 7(c), when not saturated (powers of 25 and 50W),
the decrease in O-atom flux and increase in O3 flux with increasing
O2 inlet fraction produces a significant decrease in the O surface
coverage.

C. Water vapor mole fraction

The most rapid H abstraction from the PS backbone to initiate
functionalization occurs by the OH radical. There is some logic in
having water vapor in the inlet flow to provide a flux of OH to the
PS surface, while also producing other reactive oxygen species
(ROS).70,71 Water vapor in the inlet flow was varied as a fraction of
the sum of H2O +O2, r = [H2O]/([H2O] + [O2]). The water concen-
tration r was varied from 0 to 100 for inlet gas compositions,
He/(H2O +O2) = 99.95/0.05, 99.5/0.5, 99/1. The inlet fractions of
H2O + O2 (0.05%–1%) were chosen based on our results and
studies by others that suggest that the maximum densities of ROS

FIG. 6. Fractional occupancy of oxygen containing functional groups on the PS
surface as a function of the gap distance of the plasma head from the surface
for a power of 210 W. Plasma treatment time is 12 s, and post-treatment expo-
sure to air is 200 s.

FIG. 7. Processing parameters as a function of O2 fraction in the inlet flow
(without H2O impurity). (a) Fractional occupancy of oxygen containing functional
groups on the PS surface for the RF power of 210 W. (b) Density of O atoms and
O3 for 210W. (c) Total fractional occupancy of oxygen for different RF powers.
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are produced when H2O +O2 composes 1% or less of the inlet
flow.71,72

Plasma properties for [H2O] + [O2]=1.0% and r = 0.09, 0.9,
and 0.99 are shown in Fig. 8. The delivery of ROS to the substrate
is maximum at low inlet H2O concentrations (r < 0.1) due to a
higher rate of dissociation of O2 and the presence of H from the
dissociation of H2O that acts as a reducing species. As the inlet
H2O concentration increases from r = 0.09 to 0.99, there is a
decrease in O density at the surface from 1 × 1015 to 3 × 1013 cm−3

while the total OH density at the outlet changes little (6 × 1013 to
5.4 × 1013 cm−3). OH and O can both be produced as dissociation
products of H2O, though OH formation occurs at a higher rate.
When the inlet H2O concentration increases beyond r = 0.9, OH is
more abundant than O at the reactor outlet, though OH is depleted
more quickly in the air gap so that a higher flux of O ultimately
reaches the surface. O3 also decreases (4 × 1015 to 9 × 1011 cm−3)
with increasing H2O inlet fraction. A decrease in O3 density corre-
sponds with the decrease in O2 fraction in the inlet, thereby reduc-
ing the likelihood of 3-body reactions.

The fractional occupancies of O-containing functional groups
on the PS surface after treatment with plasmas having differing
concentrations of water vapor for an inlet flow of
(H2O +O2) = 0.05%, 0.5%, and 1% are shown in Fig. 9. The general
trend is decreasing O-occupancy with increasing inlet water vapor
concentration. Increasing r (larger H2O fraction) results in a
decrease in total O-occupancy that also corresponds to a change in
the dominant functional group from alcohol to cross-linked prod-
ucts. For low values of (H2O +O2), the decrease in O-occupancy is
nearly linear with the decrease in O2 in the flow (increasing r). For
larger values of (H2O +O2), O-occupancy is fairly constant until
r = 0.5, and nearly constant as a function of (H2O +O2). Both of
these trends indicate operation in a saturated regime. The one
exception is the transition from no water in the flow (r = 0) to a
finite amount (r = 0.01) where the O-occupancy decreases, for
example, from 0.62 to 0.55. The introduction of OH into the flow
to the substrate ultimately leads to lower O-occupancy.

The change in the dominant functional group at large r is due
to the decrease in O-fluence with the decrease in O2 fraction. The
density of O at the substrate is 3.9–4.9 × 1014 cm−3 for r = 0.1 and
3.5–4.2 × 1013 cm−3 for r = 0.9. The density at the substrate of OH
varies by less than a factor of 2 for all conditions (except for r = 0),
clustered about 2 × 1013 cm−3, as production of OH at low r is
buoyed by the reactions of O(1D) with H2O. At a high r and large
total mole fraction of (H2O +O2), the flux of OH to the substrate is
power limited, as the H2O is not depleted in the gas phase. The
major change in densities at the substrate is in the O3 concentra-
tion, increasing from 9 × 1012 cm−3 [r = 0.9, (H2O +O2) = 0.05%] to
4 × 1015 cm−3 [r = 0.1, (H2O + O2) = 1%].

For conditions where the OH fluxes dominate over other ROS,
OH initiates H abstraction from the PS with a higher probability
than O and so O-occupancy should increase with increasing OH
fluxes. However, the alkyl sites so produced are converted to
peroxy sites by O2 faster than they can be converted to alkoxy sites
by the low O-fluence. Although there is an increase in alkoxy for-
mation by increasing fluxes of O3, the decrease in O-fluence domi-
nates. These peroxy sites preferentially cross-link, effectively
terminating the reaction. Cross-linking decreases the number of

FIG. 8. Gas-phase species densities at the outlet and across the gap for He/
O2/H2O plasma where the fraction of [H2O] + [O2] is held constant at 1.0% for
different ratios of inlet H2O fraction, r = [H2O]/([O2] + [H2O]). (a) r = 0.09, (b)
0.90, and (c) 0.99.
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surface sites available for functionalization (two sites are terminated
for every cross-link) and leads to a lower total O-occupancy.
Significant lowering of the O-fluence effectively eliminates a reac-
tion pathway for alcohol formation (H abstraction of neighboring
sites by alkoxy group). PS functionalization for these conditions is
dominated by the O-atom fluence. Water vapor in the inlet shows
promise for fine tuning the fractional coverage of the desired func-
tional groups if the goal is not necessarily maximizing the
O-coverage. Trends in O-coverage as a function of H2O inlet con-
centration are the same regardless of the total gas composition for
He-rich cases.

D. Relative humidity in ambient air

Water vapor in the inlet flow can have a significant effect on
surface functionalization due to the resulting change in density and
the mole fractions of OH, O, and O3. Water vapor in the ambient air
that diffuses into the plasma plume and in the post-treatment envi-
ronment, has little effect on the functional groups on the PS surface.
The fractional occupancy of functional groups on the PS surface was
investigated as a function of the percent H2O in the ambient air. The
ambient H2O was varied from 0% to 10%, while having no H2O in
the inlet flow to enable the assessment of water vapor in the ambient
air on the end functionalization. There was little change in the
surface oxygen coverage as a function of the H2O fraction in the
ambient for powers in the saturation regime. The most likely
outcome of passivating free radical sites on the PS surface is the for-
mation of peroxy by the far more abundant O2. As such, the water
vapor in the ambient has little influence on the final passivation
products. Control of plasma-produced ROS has the greatest leverage
for controlling the functionalization of the PS surface with plasma
jets compared to controlling the ambient conditions.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A reaction mechanism for the surface functionalization of PS
by a He/O2 atmospheric pressure plasma jet was developed and
implemented in a zero-dimensional, plug-flow global plasma chemis-
try model to predict fluxes of gas-phase species onto the PS surface.
A surface site balance model was used to predict changes in the PS
surface due to gas-phase and surface-surface reactions during plasma
treatment and post-treatment exposure to the ambient. Fractional
occupancy of oxygen on the PS surface was quantified as a function
of plasma operating conditions. Results from this investigation
suggest that alcohol functional groups and cross-linked products are
the largest contributors to the oxygen-functionalization of the
plasma-treated PS, consistent with experimental measurements for
similar conditions. The high fraction of cross-linked products may
explain the lack of long-term post-treatment changes in surface prop-
erties (as represented, for example, by a change in water contact
angle) that occur with other plasma-treated polymers such as poly-
propylene. Control of the O-atom flux to the surface is the dominant
factor in determining the degree of oxygen-functionalization with
hydrogen abstraction from the PS backbone being the rate limiting
step in the PS functionalization. Tuning of functionalization, that is,
adjusting the proportion of different functional groups can be
achieved by controlling the water vapor content in the inlet flow to

FIG. 9. Fractional occupancy of oxygen containing functional groups on the PS
surface after the plasma treatment and exposure to air as a function of the ratio
of H2O to O2 and total mole fraction of H2O + O2 in the inlet gas. Plasma treat-
ment time = 12 s, Post-treatment time = 200 s. (a) H2O + O2 = 0.5%,
(b) H2O + O2 = 0.8%, (c) H2O + O2 = 1.0%.
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the plasma. Humidity in the ambient had little effect on this
functionalization.

The O-atom coverage and functionality can be made less sensi-
tive to operating conditions by using powers and O2 inlet fractions
that correspond to the saturation regime. Saturation in O-atom cov-
erage and products occurs for O-atom fluences approaching
1017 cm−2. With O-atom fluences below saturation, the O-coverage
logically decreases, but more importantly, the system becomes more
sensitive to changes in power, impurities, O2 inlet fraction, post-
plasma exposure, and the value of fluence itself. Obtaining reproduc-
ible results with a minimum of post-plasma change in properties will
likely require operating at or near the saturation regime.
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APPENDIX: ANALOGOUS GAS PHASE REACTIONS FOR
ESTIMATING SURFACE REACTION PROBABILITIES
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